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An Alternative Development of the Vienna Data Structures 

N.C. PHILLIPS 
University of Natal (Pietermaritzburg) 

Department of Computer Science, Pietermaritzburg 
3200 

SYNOPSIS 

This paper presents an axiomatic specification of a data type which is shown to be equivalent to the Vienna 
data structures. The advantage of this alternative approach is its obvious simplicity. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The Vienna data structures, or Vienna objects, have been axiornized in [1] and elsewhere. In 
[1] the axioms are shown to be consistent by constructing a model for them, and the objects are 
then represented by rooted, eqge-labelled trees with named terminal nodes. We can think of this 
work as an axiomatic specification of a data type which we shall call V-tree-µ. V-tree-µ consists 
of the Vienna objects with operators the selection functions and a path-constructing operator 
called µ in [ 1]. 

The intuition that the objects of this data type are determined by their paths may have 
suggested this specification in terms of of the operator µ. The intuition that they are determined 
by objects "one level down from the root" and by pointers to these sub-objects leads to the 
alternative approach taken here. We shall give an axiomatic specification of a data type which we 

shall call V-tree-A. The principle difference between V-tree-A and V-tree-µ is that V-tree-11.,has 

a sub-object-constructing operator A instead ofµ. We claim the following advantages for the 

axiornisation of V-tree-A. 
(1) It is simple. 
(2) It is easy to see how to construct a model for it. 
(3) It is easily shown that the axioms are categorical in that given the set of atoms, 

they determine the data type up to isomorphism. 

Of course, V-tree-µ and V-tree-A are different as data types since they have different 

operators, but with a little effort we shall show that they are equivalent in the sense that A is 

definable in V-tree-µ, thatµ is definable in V-tree-A and, from a given set of atoms, V-tree-µ and 

V-tree-A define the same set of objects. 

2. SPECIFICATION OF V-TREE-µ AND V-TREE-A 

Each data type is specified in terms of two non-empty sets - a set S whose elements are called 

selectors and a set O whose elements are called objects. Furthermore, for each s e S there is a 

conesponding functions from Oto O called a selection function. If A e O we shall write sA for 
s(A). 

For V-tree-µ only, we construct (S*, I), the free monoid generated by S with identity 
element I and with the monoid operation denoted by concatenation. Elements of S* are called 

composite selectors. In addition, for each Ke S* there is a corresponding selection function K 

defined on 0. If A e Owe shall write KA for K(A). (In [1] no distinction is made between Kand 

K'.) 

In what follows: s,s 1, s2, ... denote selectors, K, K 1, K2, ... denote composite select~:>rs and 

A, B, C, ... denote objects. 
Axioms, lemmas and definitions prefixed by µ are for the data type V-tree-µ and those 

prefixed by A are for the data type V-tree-A. Apart from minor rewriting we follow [1] closely 
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for V-tree-µ. Theorems and lemmas about V-tree-A which are proved in [1] will not be proved 
again here. 

µ Axiom 1. sAe 0 

µ Axiom 2. (Ks)A = K(sA) 
µ Axiom 3. IA = A 
µ Axiom 4. 

I 
(3A)('v's)[sA = A] 

µ Axiom 5. ('v's) (sA = A) => ('v'B)(31e)(KB = A) 

µ Lemma 1. (31A)('v's )[sA = A] 

A Axiom 1. (31A)('v's )[sA = A] 

The object satisfying µ Lemma 1 and A Axiom 1 is called the empty object and is denoted by Q. 

For both V-tree-µ and V-tree-A we define the set of atoms, A, to be {A: ('v's)(sA = O)} and 

the set of elementary objects, ~, to be A - {O}. We assume that~ is not empty and that no 
ordered pair is an element of an atom. In what follows, e, e 1 e2 ... will denote elementary 

' ' objects. 

µ Axiom 6. 

A. Axiom 2. 
('v'K)('v'e)[KA = e <=> KB = e] => A= B 

If A e A then ('v's)(sA = sB) => A = B 

For V-tree~µ we define: K 1, 1e2 are dependent iff there is a t in S * such that K 1 = t1e2 or 1e2 = tK 1. 

If K1, K2 are dependent we write dep(K1, 1e2). 

µ Axiom 7. 

A. Axiom 3. 
µ Lemma 2. 
A. Lemma 3. 

Proof. 

(3B)[KB = e n ('v't)(-dep(te,t) => tB = tA)] 

lfsA=O and C:¢:0 then (1B)('v's1)[s1B=ifs1=sthenCelses1A] 
The B satisfying µ axiom 7 is unique. 

The B satisfying A axiom 3 is unique. 

Suppose that sA = n and C :¢: n and that B 1 and B2 satisfy A. axiom 3. Since sB 1 = C and C :¢: 

0, B1 e A, so B1 = B2 by A axiom 2. 

The B satisfyingµ axiom 7 is denoted µ(A,K,e). 

The B satisfying A axiom 3 is denoted l(A,s,C). 

µ Axiom 8. 

A. Axiom 4. 
0 is the closure of A under µ. 

0 is the closure of A under A. 

For ease of reference later, we now list the axioms for each data type. 

V-tree-µ 

µ1. 

µ2. 
µ3. 
µ4. 

sAe 0 

(Ks)A = K(sA) 
IA=A 

(:iA)(v's)[sA = A] 
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µ5. ('v's) (sA = A) ~ ('v'B)(3K)(ld3 = A) 

µ6. ('v'K)('v'e)[KA = e ~ 1CB = e] ~A= B 

µ7. (3B)[KB = e n ('v't)(-dep(K,t) ~ tB = tA)] 

µ8. 0 is the closure of A under µ. 

V-tree-A 

A.l. (31A)('v's )[sA = A] 

A2. If A eA then (Vs)[sA = sB] ~A= B 

A3. lfsA=Q and C;=Q then(3B)(Vs 1)[s1B=ifs1=sthenCelses1Al 

A.4. 0 is the closure of A under A. 

3. PROPERTIES OF V-TREE-A 

A. Definition 1: 

A*=ifAe A then Aelse{(s,C): sA=CnC;=Q} 
A* will be called the character of A. 

A. Lemma 4. 

(i) A* = B* ~A= B. 

(ii) (sA)* = if (3C)(s,C) e A* then C else n. 
(iii) If sA = n nC ;= Q then A(A,s,C)* = if A e A then {(s,C)} else A* u{(s,C)}. 

Proof. Recall our assumption that no ordered pair is an element of an atom. 

( i) We show first that if one of A,B is an atom and the other is not then A* t:- B *. For, if B is not 

an atom there is ans and a Ct:- Q such that sB = C. Then (s,C) e B*. But if A is an atom 

then A*= A, so A* t:- B* since (s,C) eA. Now suppose that A*= B*. If A, Bare atoms, A 

= B follows by definition of character; if A,B are not atoms, A= B follows from A. axiom 2. 

(ii) This follows at once from the definition of character (consider two cases, Ae A and A~A). 

(iii) This to follows easily from the definition of character and the fact thats 1 A(A,s,C) = ifs 1 = 
s then C else s1A. 

The above lemma suggests that for a model of V-tree-A we construct all possible characters. 

A Axioms 3 and 4 suggest that characters are atoms or are non-empty finite sets 
{(s1,C1), ... ,(sn,Cn)} where s1,···,sn are distinct selectors and c1, ... ,Cn are non-empty 

objects. Accordingly we recursively define the set O of objects to be the smallest set which 
contains A and all finite sets described above. Next we need to define the selection functions 

and the function A on 0. Again the above lemma suggests how this should be ~one. 

We define: sA = if (3C)(s,C) e A then C else n, and if sA = Q and C t:- Q we defjne: 

A.(A,s,C) = if A E A then {(s,C)} else Au {(s,C)}. 

It is now easy to check that 0, with selection functions and the operator A defined above 

satisfies A axioms 1 - 4. 
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Theorem 1. Any two models of V-tree-11. with the same set of atoms are isomorphic. 
Proof. 

A. Lemma 4 and A. axiom 4 show that any model of the A. axioms will be isomorphic to the model 
of characters under the map which takes each object to its corresponding character. 

In [1] some pains are taken to represent objects as tress. We can see no harm in directly defining 
a V.DL tree to be the character of an object. We give below some pictures of VDL trees. 

Object Tree 

e e 
• 

A= 11.(Q,s,e) 

l' 
e 

B = A. (A,Si,ei) Y'\ or I'\ (j_ e e (j_ 

C = 11. (A,s2 ,A) /\ or I"\ e A A e 

or r or '\ e 

e 

e 

e 

Q is the empty tree, its tree is the empty picture. 

4. TIIB EQUIVALENCE OF V-TREE-µ AND V-TREE-11. 

We need a few more facts about V-tree-µ before we can proceed. In V-tree-µ the character 

set, A, of A is defined to be {(K,e): KA= e}. 

µ Lemma 5. 
(i) A = B => A = B. 

(ii) if K1 A= e = K2A and Kl '# K2 then -dep(K1,K2) 

(iii) µ(A,K,e) = {(K,e)} u {('t,e): t(A) = e n-dep('t,K)}. 

(iv) sA = {(t,e): (3K)[(K,e) e An K = ts]}. 

Proof. 

(i)-(iii) are proved in [1]. For (iv) obse1ve that ',t,e) e sA iff t(sA) =e iff KA= e where K = ts. 

Theorem 2. A. is definable in V-tree-µ. 
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Proof: 
Let sA = Q and C ':I- n. We need to show in V-tree-µ that there is a unique object which satisfies 

A axiom 3. By µ axiom 8, the characteristic setC of C is finite, and it is non-empty because 

C':t-0. 

Let C = {(K1,e1), ... ,(~,en)}· 

Define: Bo= A and Bm = µ(Bm_ 1,~s,em) for 1$~. 

Note that, since sA = n, if t(A) = e then -dep(t,Kms) for 1::;m::;n. In particular when m = 1 this 

fact andµ Lemma 5 (iii) show that B1 = {(K1 s,e1)}u A. 

Assume that l~m::;n and Bm = {(K1 s,e1), ... ,(Kms,em)}uA. 

Note that byµ Lemma 5 (ii), -dep(Kj8) for l~j~m. 

Byµ Lemma 5 (iii) again, 

Bm+l = {(Km+l s,em+l)}u{(t,e): 1:(Bm) = en-dep(t,~s)} 

={(~+ 1 s ,em+ 1 )}uBm by the induction hypothesis and the noted facts about dependence 

={ (K1 s,e1), ... ,(~+ 1 s,em+ 1) }uA by the induction hypothesis again. 

Write B for Bn. We have shown that B = {(K1 s,e), ... ,(Kns,en)}uA. 

Hence, since sA = Q and byµ Lemma 5 (iv), sB = {(K1,e1), ... ,(Kn,en)} = C. 

So sB = C by µ Lemma 5(i). 

From the above expression for Bandµ Lemma 5 (iv) we see that if s1 ':I- s then s1B = s1 A, so 
s1B = s1A. 

Thus B satisfies A axiom 3. 

Finally we must prove the uniqueness of B. Suppose that D satisfies A axiom 3. 

If K = ts then KO = e iff KB =e because sD = sB = C. 

If K = ts 1 and s 1 ':I- s then KO = e iff KB = e because s 1 D = s 1 B = A. 

Therefore, by µ axiom 5 and since D and B are not atoms, D = B. 

Theorem 3. µ is definable in V-tree-A. 

Proof. First we extend V-tree-A by defining a function K for each composite selector Kin accord 

withµ axioms 1-3. To do this we simply takeµ axiom 3 as a definition andµ axiom 2 as a 

recursive definition of KS. 
We now prove in V-tree-A that given A,K,e there is a unique B which satisfiesµ axiom 7. 

If K = I then taking e for B satisfies µ axiom 7. 

Suppose that K = s1,···,sn. 

Define Bo= e and Bm = A(O,sm,Bm-1) for 1::;m::;n. 

If A* = A then B = Bn satisfies µ axiom 7. 

Suppose that A*= {(s11,C1), ... ,(s 1m,Cm)}· 

If Sn ':I- s\ for l$j$m then B = A(A,sn,Bn-1) satisfiesµ axiom 7. 
Suppose sn = s \ : we may assume without loss of generality that j = 1. 
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If m = 1 then again B = Bn satisfiesµ axiom 7. 

If m > 1 then define D2 = A(.O,s12,C2) and Di+l = A(Di,s\+1,Ci+1) for l<i<m. 

Now B = A(Dm,sn,Bn-l) satisfiesµ axiom 7. 

It remains to prove uniqueness. Suppose D satisfiesµ axiom 7. 

Consider any "C such that "C ;f. K and "CD E S· 
"C :j:. t 1 k since otherwise "CD= t 1 KD = t 1 e = .Q 

k :/:- "C 1 t since otherwise kD = "C 1 tD = Q since "CD E S· 
Thus -dep('t,K), so "CD= "CA= "CB. 

We have shown: (Vt)(Ve)[tD = e H "CB= e] ~A= B. 

Now D = B follows from A Lemma 6 which we prove below. 

A Lemma 6. (Vt)(Ve)[tB = e H tB = e] ~A= B 

Proof. A Axiom 4 justifies the following recursive definition of depth: 

depth A= if A E A then O else 1 + max{depth sA: sA ;f. Q}. 

Suppose (Vt)(Ve) ["CA= e H "CB= e]. 

If A= .Q then A= B since A= Q <=> (Vt) ["CA= Q]. 

If A E S then A= B since (Vt)["CA :j:. Q <=>"C = I]. 
Thus A = B if depth A = 0. Suppose depth A > 0. 

For any s, (V't)(Ve)[tsA = e <=> "CSB =e] so by our induction hypothesis, (v's)[sA = sB]. So by 

A axiom 2, A = B. 

Theorem 4. Given A, V-tree-µ and V-tree-A determine the same set of objects (up to 
isomorphism). 

Proof. In view of theorems 2 and 3 it remains to show that the closure of A under µ is the 

closure of A under A. But theorem 2 implies that the closure of A under A is contained in the 

closure of A underµ and theorem 3 implies that the closure of A underµ is contained in the 

closure of A under A. 

5. CONCLUSION 

There are close connections between the work presented here and other descriptions of the 

Vienna objects [2, 3]. The axioms for V-tree-A are similar to the "ground axioms" in 

Standish [4]. Models of V-tree-A are precisely the "constructive models" of [4]. Section 4 
above gives the precise relationship between the Vienna objects and the "constructive 
models" of [ 4]. 

The VHL language QUADLISP [6] which is under development at the University of South 
Africa requires tree-like objects which are considerably more complicated than the VDL 
trees. The ~elector which pointed me to this work was invoked when S.W. Postma asked me 
for a specification of the QUADLISP cbjects. 
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